
AP Language Synthesis Essay Outline Example 

The basic AP Language synthesis essay outline template contains three major parts: 

1. Introduction with a thesis statement 

2. Body, which contains arguments and counterarguments to the thesis 

3. Conclusion 

Introduction 

An outline for a synthesis essay starts with an introduction, which is a brief description of what the paper 

will be about. It will consist of a hook, the background and relevance of your topic, and the thesis 

statement. How to write a synthesis statement is explained below. 

Example: 

An article published by Jean Twenge clearly warns readers that the rise in the use of smartphones in the 

modern world is ruining teenagers. Furthermore, the author makes a sensational claim that the rise in 

social media and smartphone usage are creating a metaphorical earthquake with a magnitude never 

previously witnessed in the world. The author then provides pieces of evidence from other studies 

concerning the issue as well as personal observations — all of which seem to support his claim. According 

to Twenge, the main hypothesis for claiming that smartphones and social media usage result in destroying 

a generation is that increased use of these two platforms results in mental depression and other mental 

issues. This paper will mainly refute the claims of the author by focusing on the issues raised by the work. 

Thesis 

Synthesis writing always includes a thesis, which is the central argument of the entire paper. Your thesis 

should be the core argument of separately sourced theses. 

Example: 

Although technology has brought tremendous changes to society, the use of smartphones and social 

media are not in any way destroying a generation, especially when looking at the reasons portrayed by 

Twenge. 

Body 

The first paragraph must present a counterargument to your thesis. This demonstrates your ability to 

think from an opposing point of view — which can be greatly valued in higher educational facilities. Be 

sure to note that the counterargument isn’t strong enough to discredit your thesis. 

Example: 

One of the main reasons for not supporting the article and observations by the author is the fact that all 

of the pieces of evidence chosen found by the author are biased. Twenge only uses and reviews studies 

that inherently support her views. 

Your next paragraphs should now present arguments in favor of the thesis. Remember to structure all 

paragraphs in the body using the following synthesis format: 

Supporting Argument 

 Topic Sentence 



 Evidence 

 Analysis of Evidence 

Example: 

At the same time, she ignores other studies which have been conducted to show that screen time does 

not have major impacts on depression and other mental health related conditions that affect teenagers. 

In one claim, the researcher used a study that contended that the more teens used social media like 

Facebook, the more they became depressed. However, she did not dwell on the issue of depression, yet 

the same research revealed that being depressed as a result of using Facebook did not result in more 

Facebook usage (Twenge). Such findings remove the blame from Facebook, as it shows clearly that 

unhappiness and Facebook are not entirely correlated—as portrayed by the Twenge. Moreover, by not 

using Facebook more often after they have become unhappy suggests that the use of Facebook has not 

entirely replaced how teenagers could use social media to find alternative happiness or to come out of 

their depression. 

Conclusion 

A conclusion should be a summary of the overall paper. Then, conclude the paper with a final sentence. 

In other words, restate the main points and address any unanswered questions. 

Example: 

To replace various factors that signified the previous generation, such as teen pregnancy and underage 

alcohol usage, as some of the indicators of how harmful these devices are to the current generation. All 

of these issues that have affected the previous generation have also had an impact on the future lives of 

teenagers, and by reducing them, it definitely signifies a more prosperous generation. Although Jean 

Twenge has certain valid claims on the use of social media and teenagers, there is a lot of bias in her 

article, which further reduces the credibility of her article. She chooses only to focus on one side of the 

issue and completely neglects to give any attention to ideas that would oppose her stance, which shows 

that social media and smartphones could be of great use to teenagers. She also chooses to replace various 

bad factors that signified the previous generation, such as teen pregnancy and underage alcohol usage as 

some of the indicators of how harmful these devices are to the current generation. All these issues that 

affected the previous generation have much impact on the future lives of teenagers, and by reducing 

them, it definitely signifies a better generation, based on moral and values 

 


